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Sweden, 
Stay at Stilleben Hotel 
Åmotsbruk 

 

From € 165  

Year 2024 

 
 

Small-scale family-run hotel nestled in the Swedish forests, 2 hours north 

of Stockholm. It was the brainchild of two individuals who wanted to create 
accommodation where people could truly feel welcomed and at home. 
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Accommdation 

6 rooms (always including breakfast)  
Warm and personal approach 
Pure and healthy food served in the kitchen 
Private spa aera to book 
Surrounded by unspoiled nature 

Private Spa  

Behind the hotel, there is a fantastic view on the meadow, forests and 

hills. It has inspired us to create a spa in the hotel garden that is unlike 

any other. You are welcome to relax, enjoy, admire and dream. 

The spa is available for rent for 2 hours. Two time slots: from 15:00 to 

17:00 & from 20:00 to 22:00. Off course you can also rent the spa if 
you are not a guest in the hotel. During your stay, you have access to: 

 

• The wood burning sauna with panoramic view 

• We use organic, high-quality essential oils in the steam water 
• Large outside whirlpool hot tub. 
• Outside cold shower for the brave 

• Private dressing room with toilet and shower 
• Swedish organic shower products from Björk and Berries 
• Water and organic tea are provided 
• Slippers, towels and bathrobes are provided 

Kitchen 

The goal is to serve wholesome and inspiring cuisine crafted from 

unprocessed, pure ingredients. The chef shares stories of their partners, 
local producers who share their values, through their dishes. 

Every day (except Tuesdays) at 6 p.m., dinner is served: a three-course 
meal crafted from organic or locally sourced ingredients.  

This translates into unique dishes, often featuring superb meats or fish, each with its own story ! 
They serve what they call 'healthy comfort food.' 

Rooms 

All rooms are equipped with:  

• Homemade organic breakfast served at 8:30 am  
• Comfortable twin beds  
• Private bathrooms with shower, toilet, towels, and Björk and Berries 
shower products  
• Free Wi-Fi  
• Always available coffee and tea in the restaurant  

• Windows you can open to let in fresh air (don't worry, there are mosquito nets)  

To make your stay even more comfortable, everyone is kindly asked to move around in socks 
to feel at home. 
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Activities 

A choice of activities to allow you to reconnect with yourself with respect for our environment. 

Guided hike on the Bear Track 

In Åmot, there is a great hiking track, which is called “Bear Track” and follows one of 27 marked 
paths of Gästrikeleden. We guide you on the half-day tour, on which we will take you through various 

types of forest and meadows and treat you on great views. Genuine outdoor fika included! 

Guided Fishing Tours 

There are a lot of small lakes and rivers around our village which offer a simply stunning fishing 
experience! Ever wanted to fish alongside a beautiful Swedish lake at sunset in complete peace and 

quiet? Now is your chance ! 

Forest Bathing Session 

It is time to take your time to dissolve into the forest and become one with nature again. With her 
calming voice, your private guide Karolina guides you to a state of pure relaxation and learns you to 

take in the forest with all your senses. Includes fika. 

Ride like the Vikings 

In silence and complete harmony, we share paths and space with some of the most magnificent 
animals on our planet. Used by Vikings over a 1000 years ago, no horse can match the Icelandic 
horse. Together with your guide, this strong, agile and secure horse will lead you through the wild, 

silence and mystical forest of Sweden. 

Only a beautiful 1 hour drive away from the hotel, is an experience you will unlikely forget very soon. 

Bear watching 

It is breathtaking when a bear passes only a few meters in front of the hide. To see a bear up close 
in its natural surroundings is an extraordinary experience.  

Come along to the mountain of the bears, for a unique opportunity to get up close to the brown bear. 
Enter their natural habitat and absorb the special ambience of the wilderness, whilst spending the 

night in a lodge. 

Up to 4 people can stay in the lodge for a night with encounters of bears, foxes, squirels, buzzards, 
eagles and other smaller birds. A unique opportunity for animal spotters and enthusiasts alike! 

Water Station 

Step in to the forest and take place in the hide at the water station. You will face to a small 
artificial pond where a variety of animals come to drink and take a bath. The perfect opportunity to 
capture the reflection of our wildlife. 

This one of a kind water station attracts the interest of the living creatures of the woods: a variety 
of birds, birds of prey, small rodents, sometimes a fox or a badger...  

Up to 2 people can stay in the hide. A unique opportunity for animal spotters and enthusiasts alike! 
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Husky Sledding 

Are you ready for a magic adventure in one of Sweden’s most southern true wilderness areas? 
Experience what dog sledding is all about with a 2,5 hour Husky Sleigh tour including a genuine 

outdoor Fika that you won´t be forgetting soon.  

Our partners-in-crime, Ann and Jens, focus on small-scale, sustainable tours, away from the crowds, 

just 2 hours north of our hotel. Here you will feel a true bond between man and dog. 

Guided Snowhoe Hike 

Snowshoe walking is the most underestimated activity! Just imagine that you can walk anywhere 
while you hear nothing but the crisp snow underneath your feet! And while you walk the guide will 

explain you everything about the nature surrounding you. You will see tracks of different animals, 
such as moose, rabbits, deer and maybe even of a wolf.  

The guided tours always are in small groups and therefor the guide can easily adapt so everyone 

feels at ease. We stop in our little forest cabin for lunch and warm ourselves by the fire, before 
continuing our journey. This activity is suited for almost everyone above 6 years and you need to be 
able to be outside for 4 hours in winter time. 

Ice Fishing 

Ice fishing or “pimplar” is fun for all ages and the many lakes around Åmot are the perfect location 
for a nice day out on the frozen water. After instructions, it’s time to fish from a freshly-cut hole in 

the ice and try your luck. We use sustainable sport fishing practices and have a catch-and-release 
policy. We cook lunch onto the lake for an unseen experience. 

 

Period from January01st to October31st, 2024 

Price per night per person in Euros 

from € 165  

OUR PRICES INCLUDE : 

• The night in standard room 

• Half board (breakfast, dinner 3 courses) 

 

Good to know 

Prices for activities available upon request. 


